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Secondary or Tertiary Monographs:


Abstract: The practices of mindfulness among performers in various venues, from athletes to musicians and dancers, is examined in this text to draw connections to peak performance and well-being. There is research quoted throughout this book that strengthen the arguments for the positive power of mindfulness practice as it relates to performance. This information is not only helpful to most musicians, it provides a impactful starting point for this research that reinforces arguments in favor of using mindfulness.


Abstract: This source was written quite some time before the trend of mindfulness and body awareness became popular in America and, subsequently, in classical music. The primary focus is on piano playing but the focus of these discussions and exercises are relevant to almost all musicians. There is reference to connections between the mind and body and instructions for establishing meaningful awareness of the body and movements required to play piano.

Abstract: This book is from the creator of the Feldenkrais technique who gives an insightful perspective to analyzing movement through personal awareness. There is an extended introduction of “understanding while doing” in Part I, and Part II includes 12 Lessons, or exercises, for improving posture and awareness. This book is focused on awareness, which parallels the awareness cultivated through other mindfulness techniques.

---


Abstract: Also from the creator of the Feldenkrais method, this book draws connections between pain and improper posture, and includes the role of emotional tension and stress in creating patterns and counterproductive habits. A chapter focused on the body and mind is useful for this research in understanding techniques commonly used by musicians to further their awareness and mindfulness in their movements.


Abstract: *Light on Yoga* is written by one of the foremost scholars of Yoga practice in the 20th century who was a major factor in it’s importation to America. He details the history of yoga and it’s place in Hinduism, as well as a detailed description (with illustrations) of yoga postures and positions and their purposes. There is a significant amount of material devoted to mindfulness and it’s practices, from a master who is native to India and an esteemed authority of yoga study. There is a particularly interesting introduction by virtuoso violinist Yehudi Menuhin, a student of Iyengar.

Abstract: This dissertation is a useful source for this topic as it provides a meticulously compiled analysis of prominent and influential pedagogues’ approaches to technique and tension. There are detailed comparisons between these 20th century pedagogues’ language and teaching styles as well as reviews of their literature and philosophies. There is also a comparison of four current “exemplary” teachers’ approaches to technique including Marvin Blickenstaff and Mary Craig Powell.


Abstract: This dissertation seeks to find the root of a complex problem involving the language used to describe piano technique. This language is not standardized and often not medically accurate. Wheatley-Brown analyzes five prominent pedagogues whose approaches reflect trends of piano pedagogy in recent years, including Dorothy Taubman, a prominent instructor of piano who focuses on rebuilding technique after injuries or improper technical training.

Abstract: This conference presentation focuses on psychological approaches to tension management. The author provides instructions for exercises to reduce anxiety and stress as well as manage the amount of tension prior to performance. Anxiety and muscle tension are shown to be interconnected and several psychological exercises are provided for dealing with physiological responses to anxiety and muscle tension. These psychological approaches mirror the same principles and objectives of mindfulness and meditation, but also include desensitization and therapeutic analysis.

Journal Articles:


Abstract: Mindful music listening instruction of 4th grade elementary students was studied to formulate the thesis of this paper, which is that mindful listening strengthens listening sensitivity and enjoyment. This research provides a parallel analysis of the efficacy of mindfulness in education. The outcomes of mindful listening are applicable to musicians and 4th grade elementary students.


Abstract: This article describes a common problem for many musicians: injuries related to their playing and improper technical facilities. There is anecdotal evidence of creating awareness of proper biomechanics and recommendations for pursuing what the author refers to as “somatic education courses,” such as Alexander Technique and Feldenkrais method. The information in this article stresses the importance of dealing with injuries preventatively and in healthy and positive ways and seeks to destigmatize injuries in musicians to encourage acknowledgment and treatment early on.

Abstract: This article provides anecdotal evidence for the benefits of yoga practice in relation to piano. There is a discussion of the most impactful aspects of yoga practice and how they can be applied to discovering technical solutions involving lower levels of tension. This article describes a process that is very personal to the individual, one that requires awareness and mindfulness of sensations throughout the body, but also mediates distracting thoughts that invade the conscious mind while attempting to focus on music.


Abstract: This provides an alternative approach to mindfulness in piano practice by assigning faculty coaches to supervise students’ practice sessions who encourage the students to reflect, analyze, and self-regulate in the practice room. This creates a definition of mindfulness that originates from reflection and awareness as opposed to the conventional meditative approach of yoga. This research is focused on the development of good practice technique, which can be related to developing good musical technique.


Abstract: Scott Smith interviewed Edna Golandsky, a protégé of Dorothy Taubman and director of *The Golandsky Institute* which carries on the work of Taubman. Taubman was an innovator and pioneer of healthy functions and movements in piano technique. This interview with her disciple provides insight into her process for discovering “correct” technique, which was philosophical
and flexible and dependent on the individual’s experience and development. This approach is a contemporary of other pioneering methods such as Feldenkrais and Pilates.